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Candidate
has lost
his appeal
Taylor will appeal decision
of Election Commission
that he's ineligible to run

CAMPAIGN
1990
by Tom Kopacz
STAFF REPORTER

The Election Commission Tuesday
rejected presidential candidate Don
Taylor's appeal to keep his name on the
ballot.
Dean of Students Charles Brown
ruled Friday that Tay1or, a post-baccalaureate student, cannot run in the
upcoming student body presidential
elections because he is in his first
semester at UCF and has no UCF
grade point average.
At the hearing, Taylor said it should
be a formality because of an opinion issued by UCF General Counsel Ash mun
Brown Tuesday morning.
"He pointed out that if the Senate
had wanted to specify a term, a second
term or a third term requirement, they
would have done so," Taylor said.
The written opinion Brown issued
reads in part: "Every transfer student
has a GPA It is not necessary to complete a term."
"I should be able to run just based on
this," Taylor said.
However, the Election Commission
agreed with a legal opinion issued
Monday by Student Government Attorney General Lori Dickes who rejected the main points of Taylors appeal.
Taylors appeal consisted of three
main points: the election statutes violate the Articulation Agreement between the nine state universities and
the community college system; specific
sections of the statutes violate university regulations; and two sections of the

Jorge AlvareZ/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Kirk Healy Jr. (left) and Steve Ronzino listen to debaters at the Hot Topics forum on Monday night. Healy is reacting to
a statement made by Dr. Doug Reid of the National Coalition Against Pornography.

Porn restrictions debated
Hot Topic forum attracted 350 people from school, community
by Richard Zucaro
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Pornography restrictions were
the subject of the Hot Topic debate
Monday at the student center auditorium, but the resulting arguments
were not resolved.
Campus Activities Board personnel estimated 350 people came to
hear the one hour debate th~t included a question and answer period
at the end.
The debate opened with a speech
by Daryl Bloodworth of the Greater
Orlando Coalition Against Pomog-

raphy. Bloodworth cited the Supreme
Court case of Miller v. California,
"Obscenity is not protected by the First
Amendment."
Dr. Jeff Butler challenged Bloodworth by saying that GOCAP cites
Miller v. California then "plays fast
and loose with the law."
Dr. Randy Fisher of UCF said studies show violence is the problem, not
sex. He said there are less violent acts
in triple X-rated films than in R-rated
films. This disarmed Bloodworth and
GOCAP's claim that porn is predominantly violent.
Dr. Doug Reed of the National Coa-

lition Against Pornography gave a
list of reasons why pornography
should be restricted. Reed's list
started with "It's already illegal"
and ended by saying "Pornography
is addicting."
Dr. Jeff Butler said, "The First
Amendment must be jealously
guarded... Fantasies are not illegal."
Members of the audience yelled
from their seats heckling Bloodworth and Reed. The moderator, Sue
Anderson, told the two parties they
would have to "continue the debate
in the parking lot."

see ELECTION page 5

Pell Grants on way despite technical errors
by Avis Quesinberry
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The Pell Grants are in the mail,
Mary McKinney, director of Financial
Aid, said Wednesday.
McKinney said, technical problems
between UCF and the federal government are to blame for the delay.
More than 3,000 UCF students are
awaiting their Pell Grants.
A Pell Grant is a need based award
from the federal government to students who qualify. Eligible students
receive between $200 and $2,300 per
academic-year. The money doesn't have
to be paid back.

Financial Aid receives the government money "only prior" to the student
receiving the check.
At the beginning of each semester
Financial Aid fills out the paperwork
and calculates the exact amount of Pell
Grant money needed, a process McKinney said often takes about four weeks.
If the government thinks the university is asking for more than needed,
the university runs into "technical
problems" and according to McKinney
that's what happened to UCF.
McKinney said Financial Aid assistants have been telling students the
grants will be out as soon as possible,
just as they were directed to do.
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IVCF sponSors ··debate on reli9ious hypocrisy
by Joseph Kaye

•
•

•
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The InterVarsity Chris'ti_an Fellowship sponsored
a debate Jan. 30 on the topics of religious hypocrisy
and stereotyping. The panel consisted of two factions,
the first representing humanistic views, and the
second representing Christian viewpoints.
Starting with a 30 minute film entitled Stained
Images, the purpose of the debate was to present both
sides of the issues dealt with. "We didn't want to hit
anyone over the head with a Bible," said Scott Henry,
president of the IVCF. and program moderator. "We
wanted to ge·t together in an informal setting, and

discuss the pressing issues in religion today. We
strive to present both sides of things."
The video Stained Images was filmed on college
campuses and produced by 2100 Productions, a part
of InterV:arsity Christian Fellowship's national organization. The video addressed eight questions
concerning Christianity, and showed the responses
of many college students. Among the questions asked
were: "Do Christians commit intellectual suicide?",
"Why is Christianity always associated with money?"
and "Is Jesus Christ the only way to get to heaven?"
After the film, the panel was open to questions
from the audience. The dominantly Christian crowd
aimed most of their questions at Dr. Dan White, a

UCF humanities professor, who represented a secular humanistic viewpoint. Questions soon turned
political in nature, with both parties claiming to have
scientific evidence on their side.
Breaking stereotypes seemed to be the theme of
the evening, as White conceded to calling Christianity "a very real and viable spiritual experience."
Bri.a n Bigelow, an electrical engineering major,
member of the Fellowship of Christian Athletes and
panelist, cited historical evidence to go along with his
philosophy of faith.
Other panelists included Dr. Roy Brown, who
received a doctorate in Physics from Baylor University, and R. Scott Horner, a senior graphic arts major.

Senate's theater bill
for 500 student
admissions v.e toed
by Tom Kopacz
STAFF REPORTER

•

The vice president for student affairs vetoed a
student senate bill which would have paid for 500
student admissions to the UCF Theater.
Dr. LeVester Tubbs said he vetoed the bill because
he does not like providing free tickets to students .
"Student government is not in the business of
supporting academic departments," he said.
He also said SG could buy tickets on consignment,
then resell them to students at a reduced rate, adding
that both he and University President Steven
Altman disagree with providing allocations directly
to students.
Former Sen. Jeff Eberle, who introduced the bill,
said he was disappointed with Tubbs' decision. "I feel
that since students already pay for this in the Activities and Service Fee, they shouldn't have to pay an
extra dollar or two for it," he said.
Eberle resigned from the senate Monday because
he is taking sixteen hours of engineering classes this
semester.

•
Michael Laughlin/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

ALL TANGLED UP
Kathy Fletcher, a senior majoring in radio/television, gets tangled up in her work for a class project. Fletcher
has to produce a two-minute DJ performance which includes music and public service announcements ..

•

N

Ii

• NEAR DEADLINE

•

The spring withdrawal
deadline is Friday, March 2.
All students wishing to withdrawal from a course must do
so at the records and registration office by March 2.
•AUDITION SEMINAR
On Feb. 17, the UCF Cine-

•

•
•

matography Assoc. will present its first workshop of the
year. Paul Bengston, head o(
production at Quest Studios,
will present a seminar entitled
"The Art of Auditioning for
Motion Picture Casting."
The event will be held at the
Sheraton University Inn and
will begin atl p.m. Aphotogra-

pher will also be present to
take headshots, the first step
of auditioning~
The seminar is free and
open to everyone. There will be
a minimal charge for the headshot service.
•QUIT SMOKING

A Quit Smoking Clh1ic will
be offered by the Health Center starting on Monday, Feb.
26 at 5 p.m.
The class is open to faculty,
staff and students.
Meetings will be once a
week for six weeks and the
sessions will last one hour. The
meetings wiU be held in the
Health Resource Center.

For registration or information, call 281-5841.
• WRITER READS

and open to the public.
For further information
contact Dr. Anna Lillios, 2752212 .

An American fiction writer,
Steven Dixon, will be the third
speaker in this year's World
Writers Series, sponsored by
the UCF Department of English and The Orlando Sentinel.
Dixon will give two presentations on Tuesday, Feb. 20.
The first will be held at noon
in the Board of Regents Room,
in the administration build.ing.
The second reading will be
held at 8:15 p.m. in the Music
Rehearsal Hall.
Dixon's readings are free

• TECHNICAL WRITING

UCF and the Orlando Socfety for Technical Communication will host their Sixth Annual Florida Technical Writing Conference at the Orlando
Expo Center on March 2 from 8
·a.m. to 5 p.m ..
The theme for this year's
conference is "Meeting the
Challenge: The Changing Role
of the Technical Communicator."
For workshop details and
reservations, contact Gail Lip-

pincott at 275-2212.

·

• GRADUATE FUNDING

Funding for 15 black graduate students to attend UCF in
the summer has become available.
Completed forms are due to
the office of graduate studies
by Friday, March 2.
Official transcripts, two letters of reference and (if available) the official GRE or
GMAT test scores should be
sent to the graduate admissions office. One of the letters
should be from a former college
instructor.
Award~ will be announced
on or about March 26.
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COPS
FROM PAGE3

cious last week~ according to a
resident of the dorm.
Cindy Lee Golden told police that she went to the firstfloor laundry room in Volusia
Hall on the night of Jan. 28
and noticed the man pacing in
the room.
As Golden was loading the
washer, she said she was
startled to find the man standing only a foot behind her at
one .point.

She noticed he was holding
the underwear.
He then left the room, and
Golden observed him zipping
up his pants as he exited.
Golden told police the man
did not speak to or touch her at
any time.
The man was wearing a red
plaid shirt and dark bluejeans,
according to Golden's report to
police.
He had brown shoulderlength hair in an unkept condition.
Golden said the man looked
to be in his early 20s.

Peace Corps •• ~
the benefits are out
of this world.
While working in the Peace Corps, you
help others to help themselves and you
benefit yourself. Some of these benefits
are:

1

~

•Valuable overseas work experiencehelpful when applying to grad,
uate schools and jobs after
Peace Corps;
•Language skills;
•Postponement of educational
loans;
•A $5,400 readjustment allowance
at the end of your two years;
• And much more! Look us up. You
won't regret it.

ST. JOSEPH'S
CATHOLIC CHURCH
Saturday Vigil Mass
6:00 P.M.
Sunday Masses
8:00, 10:30 & 12 Noon
Scripture Study
Wednesday, 7 :30 P.M.

PEACE CORPS REPRESENTATIVE
On Campus Tuesday, February 13-10:00 AM4:00 PM
Breezeway in front of the bookstore

ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS

1501 Alafaya Trail.
275-0841
~~=WELCOME~~=

Wednesday & Thursday, February 14 & 15

8:30 AM·4:30 PM-Career Placement Office
For information or an application call: 1·800·465·2745

Peace Corps.
the toughest job you II ever love

PCI

ACADEMIC PE.E.R. ADvr·E,MENT TEAM
DON'T MISS THE OPPORTUNITY OF A LIFETIME!
Applications now available for 1990-1991 Team

MINIMUM

APPLICATIONS
AVAILABLE

REQUIREMENTS
• 2.5 Overall G.P.A., 3.0
Graduate Students
• Available to work during
·the Summer Semester, 1990
• Minimum of 24 Semester
~ours completed by Spring
90at UCF ·
•. Good interpersonal skills

Ai} plication .
Deadline
Feb. 16th,

• Counseling & Testing
• Student Affairs
•Kiosk
• Student Center Main
Desk
• l\fain office of your
. college

•
•

..
•

•

1990

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, CALL COUNSELING & TESTING, X-2811

•
•

•
•
•

•
•

•
•
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Space· stations

t~pic

Looking so smart!

COIT CUTTERS

..
•

of meeting

nauts who are to inhabit such
close living quarters. The chief
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
topics, li;iw and radiation,
The final space frontier vis- were discussed by Dr. Donald
ited UCF Friday as fin in tema- Bunker and Dr. James Logan,
tional group of scholars from respectively.
It doesn't take a lot of
If and when humans are
the Soviet Union, Europe,
money Lo look like a
Canada and the United States able to stay in space for a
million. For precision
came to campus for the Fifth longer period of time, there
cuts, fashion perms,
Annual UCF International will be a need for laws governing the behavior of astronauts.
Space Policy Symposium.
and the Series pi:ofesThe speakers discussed Bunker, in his presentation,
sional line of hair care
various issues dealing with called for a remedy to "no sovproducts. A great look
"Space
Stations: Environ- ereignty in space" by forming
at a great price. What
an "Astro-law." Because of the
mental
Habitats
in Space."
could be smarter?
Soviet Cosmonaut Georgi nature of space, and its role in
Find out for yourself
Grechko, flight engineer on the future of mankind, Bunwhy ~ople keep
three Soyuz missions, brought ker said, "we should not simply
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ coming back to
first-hand experience to the export law into space."
Logan discussed the limitsymposium, with 100+ days of
PAUL M11-c1-;ELL.
ingfactor that radiation has on
space flight under his belt.
In his talk on the past, pres- astronauts in space orbit,
ent and future of Soviet space holding them to a limit of 60
stations, he commented on the days of space flight in a year.
sacrifice of the Challenger Living in space, even with
.SUNCREST VILLIAGE
astronauts. He also showed a vehicles that are protected,
10071 University Blvd.
(Universjty & Dean)
film of cosmonauts teaching a can exoose a human to .1 REM,
class from the space station which is "equivalent to 10
679-6766
Mir.
"They fulfill the dream of chest x-rays a day," according
Open 7 days a week for your convenience!
to Logan. He also added,
Christa McAuliffe," he said.
"These standards assume a
Grechko
said
he
knows
$5.75 Haircut : $19.95 Perm :
more money is being spent on three percent greater chance
20% Off
<Rcgula.r$6.95)
•. or Body Wave
•
bureaucrats'
personal automo- of dying from cancer."
•
In stock
•
(Regular .$24.95}
All Hair Lengths
Dr. Earl Huckins, director
biles than on the space pro~ A .
Loog Hair or special Wtapl
•
SERIES
and
Nexus
0
•
ppomtment
•
slight additiaoal cha.rgc.
•
Haircare Products
of Strategic Plans and Program.
recessary
• Appoimmem t=OIJ1IDlmdcd
•
The long-term living ar- grams Division for NASA, said
• Walk-ins subject 10 availability.
•
rangements in space stations the American space station
have and will present both Freedom project is moving
WihlhisCllUPOll. Good Thru • wa.
COl.lpOl1.
Good Thru •
Good Thru
psychological and physiologi- very well. He said, "some of
nol=~any 3/1 /90 :
3/1 /90
: WO!lhis~ 3/1 /90
cal problems for those astro- [NASA's] current concerns are
by Patrick A. Stewart

COSTCUnERS

·········-······················
COIT CUTTERS : COST CUTTERS

: COST CUTTERS

no1::"'f

5

with budget cuts."
The European space program, especially the Hermes
reusable spacecraft, has proceeded without the budgetary
pressures that affect the U.S.
space program. According to
Dr. Udo Pollvogt, a goal of the
European community is to
establish European autonomy. a possible solution is
"coherence of a European program" that is very centralized.
Dr. David Webb, president
of the International Hypersonic Research Institute, discussed the future ofthe United
States' space program. A good
outcome would be the U.S.
adding $140 billion to its Gross
National Product by the year
2050 through its space program. This would be helped by
the National Aero Space Plane
(NASP) which would "fly 25
times the speed of sound" in
order to exit the atmosphere
on its way in to space.
His optimism, however, was
tempered. "Let's be frank,"
Webb said. "It's a race. As
Americans we are dropping
the ball. We lost a lead of 15
years." Commenting about
the possibility of the U.S. dropping out of space exploration
and research, Dr. Webb said,
"We will be the drawers of
water and the hewers of wood
for the world."

ELECTION
FROM PAGE 1

"I need two things to get through
school: good grades and money. I can
take care of the first all by myself, and
UPS 1s helping me take care of the
second They gave me a part-time job
that really pays.
·1 make almost $10,000 a year for
working about 4 hours a day, 5 days a
week. But get this, UPS has student
loans that let me borrow up to $25,000
a year for college. Compare that
anywhere else. I also got my choice of
schedules--mornings, or nights. My
work hours fit around my class hours.
Most students work in Operations. But you
might get something in Accounting, Industrial Engineering, l.S. or Customer Service.
"No other company offers more to
students than UPS. Talk to them. Get
what you need to get your diploma."

•

•

Applicants are being considered
for your local UPS office. For
interviews or more information about
UPS, see your school's career
development or job placement
center. UPS is an equal opportunity
employer.
M/F

*I
~

I

WORKING FOR STUDENTS WHO ·woRK FOR US.

UPI ELIVERS EDUCATIDI
,

,._,A

/ff.

•

.,

•

•

statutes conflict.
Dickes said the agreement
does not apply to Taylor because he transferred. from Polk
Community College to the
University of West Florida.
She said because he received a
bachelor's degree from UWF,
the agreement no longer applies.
She also said the election
statutes do not violate state
and university regulations.
She said although all students are entitled to participate in student government,
they must meet certain standards to hold leadership positions.
According to The Golden
Rule, these standards include:
taking classes at UCF; having
both an overall and UCF GPA
of 2. 0 or more; and not being on
academic probation.
She also said two sections of
the election statutes do not
conflict because they outlille
different regulations for different offices.
The statute dealing with
Senate candidates says a first
semester candidate must be in
the college being run for and
does not need a GPA
The other statute is not as
specific: "Candidates must
possess a UCF cumulative
GPA of no less than 2.0."
She also said the second
statute is not in conflict with
the Articulation Agreement.
because the agreement oqtlines procedures allowing students with AA degrees to
transfer to four-year schools
with as little hassle as possible.
Taylor said later he planned
to appeal to the Judicial Council immediately.
He also said if the Judicial
Council rules against him, he
would consider pursuing the
matter in the courts.
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AT'l'ENTION flARENTS
Hou.s ing is critical. Rents
are going up every month!

YOU DO HAVE A CHOICE
-..._...._

.,,.--

Fox
Hunt

SAVOR PREMIUM QUALI1Y &
· TRUE FRENCH TRADITION!

Lanes

Thin, Ught and smooth-burning,
the exclusive French LightTM
gives you the finest tn
tobacco smoking
... since 1838
pleasure.
ROLL WITH THE BEST

•

I

Sorority or Fratemky? YIN
Send !Na coupoft to: A.public Tobacco Co.
P.O. Bo:a: 8511, Proapeci Helghta., IL 60070.

I

City-------State
L4>

Ofter Expires 9/30190

C220A

I

University on Alafaya
Trail

I

SAVE 3~

I

I
I
I
I
I
I

Name
Address

I

ON

~<::/?..~6 .•

I

I
f

2"8 2-4393

~

CIGARETIE

-

.

STOWELL BUILDERS
. .
C220A

-----~----------------~--- -----

*Based on FHA cruidelines

JR.I'> ANNUAL U<F 4REEJ< SK RUN

CONDOM-GRAMS!
'.'l)()U~

MOST RENTALS.

1 mile south of the

~~;;,~~~~~~~~;~~,---------------~u a FREE booklet of new JOB Franch Light_ I MANUFACTURERS COUPON
EJqll!Ne MMO
Cigarette Papers. Experience a wor1d-ciass
smolcel Limit one free booklet per person.
(Alow 4-6 ~- tor delivery). t.\ist be 18 years old.

Our 2 bedroom, 2
bath is designed with
the student in mind .
Financing tailored to
fit your needs. Minimum down. · Mortgage
payment LESS THAN

aet V.I).

f()("

V.[)."

WHO:

AD UCF students with special divisions for the Greeks. Entrants may walk jog or
run to the finish!
•
'

Team status= 10 member minimum
Sororiay and Fraternity divisions
. WHAT:

Condom-grams will be
sold in the cafeteria and
outside the Wellness
Center from 11 :00~2:00
Monday February 12 thru

Valentine's Day. .
According to the national average, 1 in
300 students on our campus will test
positive for the HIV virus!

3.1 mile Fun Aun
1st. 2nd, 3rd place male/female
1st. 2nd, 3rd ptace Fraternity/Sorority teams'
.
(detennined from teams top 1o finishers)
Spirit Award to Fraternity and Sorority with highest % participation
Awards given to:

Roses are red
Violets are blue
If you don't use condoms
AIDS might get you!

K
.

<Cl P~lus
~I
a te au te
a FREE pizza

pany ar

COST:

).1

~ ~~ ~
.Pizzeria

'

Before

~ebruaiy

7lh

$5 each person

$2 without T-shirt

~

Alter February 7th

.

=: =~~e~~rt

WHEN:

Saturday, February 10, 1990, at 8:00 AM

WHERE:

The ~e will begin and end in the rear parking lot of the Fine Arts Building. F~r
more. information call the Health Resource Center at 281-5841

HOW:

FREE DRAWINGS:
2 one month memberships ar Gold's Gym
25 tanning booth sessions at Gold's Gym

• Sponsored by Project R.E.A.C.H. (Responsibility through

ANO:

Education about AIDS for College Health)'. For more information

Jeff Smith, LMT #MA0009843
Will be on hartd for free sports
massage after the race.

call Kelly Mortland at 281-5841.

~ ~E St T~PLANT SERVICES

•

•

OFFICE ·#:

275~2191

.

-

What are your duties as Pro Tempore? My
duties are to attend all Senate Standing and Ad-Hoc
Committees, as well as Cabinet, A&SF, and Student
Government Finance Office meetings. Basically, I
serve as a link of input between the Senate
Committees, and the Senate's representative for the
rest. I also act as a motivator and consultant for
senators wishing to take on projects.

advise and assist students appearing before
the Judicial Council, Dean of Students, or
other hearing agents. My greatest concern is
to ensure the protection of students' rights
and to inform students of all the rights and
responsibilities granted to them.

What are your goals? To get as many long term

When does your term end? My term of office ends

projects for the good of the entire Student Body
accomplished as possible. I like to stress positive
interpersonal relations among the senate-a senate
that works well with each other works well for the
students.

when a new student body president is sworn in and
appoints his cabinet.

What are your duties? As Judicial Advisor, I

THE TWENTY-SECOND STUDENT SENATE REPORT
January 9 and 18, 1990

13th and 14th Sessions
•:

t.iEASURES VOTED ON -- 13th SESSION
BILLS
22-20 Funding for AlAA Remote Airplaane Competition: This bilJ
allocates $2732.05 for the American lnstitute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics to compete in a Remote Control Cargo Aircraft Competition in Long Beach, California. The UCF chapter of AlAA has
established a winning tradition with its third place ranking in this
national event last year. Introduced by Sen. Ross. Passed by
ACCLAMATION.

MEASURES UNDER CONSIDERATION
~

22-22 Creating Section 800.6: This bill creates a new section in
the SG Finance code. The new provision will ensure that those
internal SG Credit Union Accounts (not under the direct auspices
of the Department of Finance and Accounting) will be audited
semi-annually by the SG Finance Office. Introduced by Pro Tern
Thieler. Tabled in Senate for one week.

RESOLUTIONS - NONE

MEASURES VOTED ON -- 14th SESSION
~

22-11 Funding for SG Phone Signs: This bill allocates $92 to provide
signs for 8 Student Government phones. Introduced by Sen. Carls and
Justin. Failed by a vote of 10 -YES, 14- N0, 1 -PRESENT.
22-21 Funding for Bicycle Foot Pumps: This bill allocates $80 for
the placement of two footpumps for students who use bikes as their
mode of transpo~tion to campus. The pumps will be located by the
bookstore and· the holding cage by Seminole Hall. Introduced by
Sen. Alphonse. Passed by ACCLAMATION.
22-23 Funding for Alcohol Task Force Workshop: This bill allocates
$500 \0 cover speaker expenses for a drug/aJchol prevention
workshop sponsored by the Greek Council's Alcohol Task Force.
This event will beheldMarch4, 1990and will be openforallstudents
to attend. Introduced by Pro Tern Thieler. Passed by ACCLAMATION.

RESOLUTIONS - NONE
SENATE COMMITTEES review and amend all legislation before it is brought for a
hearing before ihe full Senate.
•
OAF
Organizations, Appropriations, and Pinance: reviews all A&SF budgetary
matters, the finance code, and any legislation requesting. Tues. at 4:00 pm
C&O
Clubs and Organizations: screens all clubs requesting funds for office supplies/
advertising/ conference registration.
Wed. at 4:00 pm
WR
Legislative. I udicial, and Rules: reviews legislation to change to Constitution,
Wed. at 5:00 pm
Statutes or Rules and Procedures.
SPR
.Service~ and Public Relations: reviews all non-funding legislation which deals
with issues which relate to the students of UCF.
Wed. at 7:00 pm
E&A
Electionsand.Appoin1men1s: reviewsallSIUdentGovemmentappointmettsand
matestee0mmendations forchangesto lheElection Stabdea. Tues. at5:00 pm

·'.,

22-25 Changing Parliamentary Authority: This bill changes SG
Staututes to refer lO Robert's Rules of Order as the official
reference of parliamentary procedure for- Student Government
purposes. Currently, The Sturgis Standard Code of Parliamentary
Procedure is used by SG; however, this publication is no longer in
print Introduced by Sen. Carls. Assigned to UR.
22-26 Revising Chapter 603: This bill revises the Election Statutes
so that eligibility requirements for candidacy for Student Government officesare in accordance with Title X. It also requires that
each potential candidate receive a copy of the Election Statutes,
pertinent sections of Tille X, and the office hours of the Election
Commission. Introduced by Sen. Bowen. Assigned to EA.
22~27 Funding for Spring Concert: This bill allocates $6000 to
fund a Spring Concert presented by the Popular Entertainment
Committee. Introduced by Sen. Goigel. Assigned to OAF.

ARTS&SCIENCES
Jason La1.arus
Coy Pius
OPEN SEAT
Lisa Vega
OPEN SEAT
MarkDogoli
David Carls
David Mann
Scott Bowen
John Grbac

Melissa Williamson
EDUCATION
Scott Rausch

Michelle Martin
Mary LaRne Bailey
OPENSFAT
OPENSFAT
ChelaOlivardia

Stephen Bywaler
OPEN SEAT
HLTH, SCI,PRST.
Lynora CUrtis
OPEN SEAT
OPEN SEAT
MAIN AT-LARGE
Paul Alphonse

BUS~

Dianne Goigel
Tina Fuscaldo
Monica Vondrosk:
Chris Vining
Ronald Meaux
OPENSFAT
Lisa Thieler
Joe Justin
OPENSFAT
Kelly Hill

Stacey Jackson
Damon Mason
ENGINEERING
OPEN SPAT
OPENSFAT
DanylFales

Marcie Meszaros
OPENSFAT
Tom Ross
JonPohlers
Jeff Eberle
LIBERAL ST.
Andy Worrall

Tish Millman
S.ORLANDO
OPEN SEAT

DAYTONA

BREVARD

Paul Wheeler

Mark Mason

OPEN SEATS AVAILABLE! STOP BY
SC154ANDF1LLOUfAN,WPLICATION!

CONFIRMATIONS

RESOLUTIONS
22-11 Itemizing Activity and Service Fees: This resolution
requests that the Activity and Service Fee appear on stu<tents'
tuition invoices. Currently, the fee is inciud~ in the tuition but is
not listed on the invioce as are the Health Fee and the Athletic Fee.
IntJ:ocluced by Sen. Bowen. Assigned to SPR.
. 22-12 Recognizing State Nurrsing Students' Week: This resolution reeognizes February 26 - March 3, 1990 as State Nursing
Students' Week (with March 2 being State Nursing 'Students; Day)
as proclaimed by the Florida Nursing Students Associaation.
Introduced by Sen. Curtis. Assigned to SPR.
' ..

Damon Mason, Business Seat# 12
Doug Anderson, Elections Commission
David Striby, Brevard Camppus Coor.
Jennifer Latran, Elections Commission
STUDENTS - You are invited to attend all
senate.as well as committee meetings I
The Senate meets every Thursday al 4:00
pm in the Tropical Oasis.
Committees meet in SC 154 in the Siudent
Government offices al the limes indicated to
the left.
. H you.have any questions orJ.deas, you're
welcome to bring lhem with youl
Any questions? Contact .l.;ila Thieler or
Onis TouliJci.an al x 2191. :

··. ,'
I

"
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Life is happy and
wonderful and
grand. Film at 11
Rather than our usual "problem and possible
solutions" editorial, we'd like to take this opportunity to point out some of the positive things
students are doing and have done at UCF recently.
In no particular·order, here are a few of the
individuals and organizations we'd like to recognize as having made contributions:
The Campus Activities Board, especially
for its Hot Topics series and Wednesday night
dance program, Club Cab.
The former represents exactly what a university should be: a forum for the free debate of
important issues; the latter represents the k;ind
of program our university and our students
need more of.
The African American Student Union,
for its efforts during February, black history
month. They have set up a varied and intriguing
program of events, including movies, discussions and contests, to help spread the word.
You. Anyone out there who has taken the
time to try to make the world a better place in
any way, however small. We know it sounds
sappy, but individuals can make a difference. (If
you didn't try, disregard this notice.)
And in another effort to spread good news in
this editorial, we'd just like to say that American politicians are great.
You can almost al ways count on them to liven
up an overly serious or depressing story if you
really listen to what they are saying.
Here are a couple of recent examples of the
unconscious humor of the group Mark Twain
described as "America's only native criminal
class."
America searches for role models
After overseeing a debt-forgiveness agreement that should reduce Mexico's $48.5 billion
national debt by about $7 billion, U.S. Treasury
Secretary Nicholas Brady said, "Mexico stands
as a beacon of of hope for other debtor nations."
President Bush's proposed budget includes a
deficit for this year alone of about $63.1 billion.
Congressional budget experts put the figure
nearer $100 billion.
But not to control my size or expense
Rep. Tim. Ireland, R-Cape Coral, is asking
lobbyists to fork over a $500 donation this Friday, "as an expression of your support of my
philosophy to control the size and expense of the
state government."
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End apartheid in South Africa, Israel
All Americans of conscience should be pleased
with the prospects for peaceful change in South
Africa. But we should not be satisfied. The oppression
of the Palestinians by our c1osest ally, Israel, is
abominable.
Many Israelis, and Jews throughout the world,
have convinced themselves that being a Palestinian
also means that one is a member of the PLO.
Being Palestinian is a function of geography and
culture· it is not synonymous with being a terrorist.
A Palestinian is someone who lived in the area of
Palestine before Israel was formed out of it in 1948.
The parallels between South Africa's apartheid
and Israel's occupation of the West Bank and other
areas are many. Like South Africa, Israel requires
Palestinian workers to carry computerized ID cards
to leave the territories. Israel detains Palestinians
without giving them their rights to due process and
a fair trial because the Palestinians are governed by
military law which has absolutelynothing to do with
justice.
Not only are South Africa and Israel united by
their treatment of indigenous peoples they are tied
together economically and militarily. Israel's largest
export is processed diamonds from South Africa.
I abhor the terrorist acts of some Palestinians. I
equa1ly condemn the terrorist acts the J ews made
against the British while they were fighting for their
homeland 50 years ago. But we can't punish an
entire class for the actions of a few . Israel, by its
treatment of all Palestinians is making them despise

Israel.
Jews and Palestinians are more like each other
than either group woul.d like to admit. Both lacked a
homeland for centuries (the Palestinians lost theirs).
Both had their property seized by governments and
were put into camps where they were slaughtered.
Both peoples deserve their human rights; they have
suffered without them for too long. It is just a shame
that of all of the peoples of the world the Jews forgot
what it is like to be persecuted so soon.
Israel is a Jewish state. It also claims to be a
democracy. It cannot be both for much longer because
the Palestinians will soon outnumber Jews in Israel
proper.
Israelis and Palestinians have to learn to live
together. Israel is a civilized nation and they should
start to behave as such. Their present policies foster
hatred, not cooperation.
Israelis have not only convinced themselves that
all Palestinians are terrorists; they are believe that
anyone who criticizes Israel is anti-Semitic. I will
always defend Israel's right to exist. By the same
token I will also defend the existence of a Palestinian
state. Israel, end your apartheid.

orations. He then insulted the
professional abilities of his oppoEditor:
My own values concerning por- nents. But this wasn't enough. He
nography are somewhat inconsis- said the common people are not
tent. Pornography, like most able to decide what is obscene and
things, has both good and bad what should be regulated. It scares
qualities. I was hoping the debate me when elitists like him say that
would give me more information the common person is unable to
on which to base my decisions. But decide how he wants to be govinstead of being informed on por- erned.
.
The people I was most disapnography I became better acquainted with the mockeries of pointed with were the ones who
academia and how people make went to the microphone to ask
closed-minded decisions based on questions or make comments.
They did not go there to gather
emotions.
The Greater Orlando Coalition more information to make better
Against Pornography asserted decisions but to viciously attack
that the common people in juries those on the panel with whom they
should have the right to decide disagree.
what is obscene literature. I support that view.
David A. Boyd
psychology
But then GOCAP distorted or
misinterpreted evidence · to support their claims. How can the • CHANGING MINDS
common person make rational Editor:
decisions when they're misinThe only way the institutional
racism of apartheid will be deformed?
Dr. Butler insisted on inform- stroyed is if the minds of the people
ing the people and manipulating are changed. Blacks and whites of
their emotions with his strategic South Africa must change the way

• COMMON SENSE

they view each other.
Blacks must view themselves
as a whole people with qualities
and flaws that are equal to the
whites.
They must realize that their
humanity is not given by a government but is .theirs at birth.
Now that a small step has been
taken in the right direction, legalizing opposition groups, the black
majority must go forward with a
program designed to change this
mind set.
A program designed to promote
black awareness without hatred ~
and most importantly without
violence.
Gandhi helped free his country
by changing the way the citizens
viewed themselves. He used the
system of passive resistance developed in South Africa to teach •
people their own power. They
learned that the power of change
rested within their hearts, not
their guns.
. Dan Horowitz
English education
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Kitchens, carports and motorboats. OH .MY! Kitchens ...
ous nautical tradition of rendering assistance to those in need,
Miami boat owners sometimes this is all true - get into gunfights over whose tum it is to use
the ramp.
Fortunately, we had Dale
The reason we bought a mowith us, so we had no trouble
torboat is, we needed a new
getting out on the water, where
he taught me the basics of seakitchen. Our current kitchen
has a lot of problems, such as a
manship. Here's how it went:
built-in Colonial-era microwave
DALE: OK, you see that shoal
that we think might not be to_
over there?
ME: No .
tally safe because it can cook
food that is sitting as far as 15
DALE: OK, you see that
feetaway. Wehadspentmonths
marker over there?
striding around our current
ME: No.
kitchen, making sweeping ges~
DALE: Do you want to take
tures and saying things like,
the wheel for a while?
"We'll move the sink over
ME: No.
there!"
Finally, when I was fully conWhat a pair of goobers. As
fident that, if necessary, I could
you experienced renovators
take the boat out myself and get
know, it's easier to construct a
everyone killed, we returned
major suspension bridge than to
home to spend a carefree evening
move a residential sink. Thouwashing our hull. You have to do
sands of homeowners who emthis because it turns out that barked on sink-relocation projget ready for a fascinating nautiects during the Eisenhower
calfact-SEAWATERISVERY
administration are still washBAD FOR BOATS. I'm serious.
ing their dishes in the bathtub.
Ask any boat owner. Sea water
.,
My wife and I kept running into
. ._
contains large quantities of barpeople like this, people with
nacles and corrosion, which will
plaster dust in their hair and
rapidly turn your boat into a
hollow eyes from spending their
giant piece of maritime crud.
wretched nights sleeping in the
So while I was scrubbing my
garage and their ble.a k days
hull, I had this blinding insight:
waiting desperately for workThe smart thing to do, clearly, is
men who inevitably made . .- - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · NEVER PUT THE BOAT INTO
things WORSE.
.
THE WATER.
"We have no telephone or electricity or water," the ("forecastle") until your wife ("Beth") announces that
I shared this insight with some other boat owners,
Renovation People would say, "and on Monday a man you ran over a sprinkle.r head ("$12.95"). Using this and they all agreed that, definitely, putting your boat
is supposed to come and take all our oxygen."
procedure, I was able to get the boat into the carport into the water is ·a sking for trouble.
This was discouraging, but we really needed a new in no more time than it took for Magellan to reach
Most of them have had their boats sitting in their
kitchen.
Guam.
driveways long enough to be registered historical
We kept the boat moored in the carport for several landmarks.
Finally we said, OK, if we don't do .i t now, we're
never going to do it, so we decided to bite the bullet weeks, after which we decided - call us· bold advenA group of us boat owners were discussing this one
and: buy a motorboat. Our reasoning was, "Hey, if we turers - to try it on actual water.
evening at a party featuring beer, which is how we
have a motorboat, we'll have Family Outings where
We met at the marina with our salesperson, Dale, decided to hold a Driveway Regatta. Really. I have
we can experience Togetherness and po·gsibly crash who showed us how to launch the boat via a terrifying the whole thing .on videotape. We had it on our
into a reef and sink, and then it won't matter about procedure wherein I had to back the trailer down a driveway, and we had four boats, on trailers, secured
our kitchen."
scary ramp RIGHT INTO THE BAY.
via anchors in the lawn, trees, ek
But reefs were not our immediate problem. Our
I have since learned that, here in Miami, on weekThejudges awardedFirstPrizetoadentistnamed
immediate problem was something much worse,
ends, amusement-seekers will come to the marina, Olin, whose boat not only contained golf clubs and a
daunting nautical challenge that has tested the cour- se~ up folding chairs, and spend a highly entertaining croquet set, but also had a spider web containing a
age of marin~rs since ancient times, namely: backing day watching boat owners perform comical maneu- certified spider that had apparently died of old age. It
the boat into the carport. The trick to remember here vers, such as forgetting to set their parking brakes was a fine afternoon, and nobody got seasick, and we
is, if you tum your car wheels to the right ("star- . and having their cars roll down the ramp and di sap- even - try this at sea - had pizza delivered. I would
board") the boat trailer will actually go to the LEFT pear, burbling gaily, below the surface. In the gen~r- have cooked, but we really need a new kitch~n.
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Roommate, own Oedroom $150 + 1/3 utlmo
Walk to UCF. Call 380-2573. Now!

Alpha Phi Omega
Great job on the Wekiva River Clean-up! BBi
LB Social Fri . 6:30 p.m. Pledges, meet behind
Wild Pizza. Bros, call Mark for details. Pledge
retreat Sat. BH mtg is 8:30 p.m. this Sun.
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Great social Sat. Thanks RA f1 for an awesome night! Regionals this weekend - meet at
house at 1 :00 Show yoursupport at the IqE t.1 game today. Bro of the week is Jose R
Delta Sigma Pl
Pledge retreat tomorrow at 7 p.m Basketball
game on Febuary 12 at 10:30 p.m. Go Delta
Sigs! Pledges work on your signature books.
Alpha Tau Omega
••• Don't read this ···week events: soccer
Thur 4 ATO VS SAE , Thur 9p m. ATO week
meeting/house quesoons? Rez 277-5183
important Hey, Spence, wash the 1erseysl Did
you read? Dark A..

Union Park Area - 212 condo unit to share.
$245 month 1/2 utiliDes $150 deposit. Fully
furnished call 381-9434 or 380-8927 and ask
for Bruce.
Christian Female Roommate Wanted for fall
'90 for dorm. Please call before Feb. 13. 2754761 .
Female seeks same to share new 2bdl2bth
apt. Partly furnished washer/dryer incl. 275/
month+ 112 call 678-6850.
Male roommate needed to share 3bdr/2 bath
duplex, $175/month + 113 ubl. Call 273-6364.
Ask for Phil.
F roommate or a place to llve 2bdr & 1b. Easy
to live wjth. Call 273-9308 Kim.
Roommate wanted 2 share w/male - 2bd2bth, nice townhouse, 1/4 mile from UCF .
$225 rent + 1/2 UTL, call 273-23581363-8662.

IBM-PC 640K 2, 51/4 drives, monitor, Zucker,
Hercules graphics, IBM printer driver boards.
Call Bill 282-6740.

Market Discover Credit Cards on your campus. Flexible hours. Earn as much as $10.00/
hour. Only ten pos11Jdns available. Call 1-800950-8472, ext. 3015.

Long-hair Dachshund puppies A.K.C. $250 8
weeks old 1-24-90. 407-2n-9642.
HOME FOR SALE BY OWNER-HUCKLEBERRY 3bdrm12bath, 2 car garage, lg . great
room, French doors, bay window, eat-in
kitchen, GE appliances, lg wood deck pabo,
inside laundry. Premium culdesac lot 4 yrs
new. Well maintained $82,500. Assumable.
CALL TODAYI 277-8538.
Jet ski 550 '89- trailer, racing accessones, low
hours - $3500 or best offer. Call 407-2730486.
Two hundred rock , hard rock, and misc.
cassette tapes for sale. $3 to $8 each. Call Bill
282-6740.

CRUISESHIPS NOW HIRING. for spring,
Chnstmas and next summer breaks Many
positions. Call 1-805-682-7555 Ext. S-1153.
(call 7 days a week)
ATIENTION: EASY WORKI EXCELLENT
PAYI Assemble products at home. Details.
(1) 602-838-8885 Ext. W-5780.

Excellent word processing 366-0538
PROFESSIONAL TYPING
One mile from UCF campus.
All student documents. Same day sel'Vlce
available. IBM/AT, WORD PERFECT 5.0
IBM lener quality/laser pnnllng.

Fast * Professional *Accurate
WORDMASTERS 2n-9600
KCO Inc WP & DP $1 .2512.50 678-6735
Complete typing/WP services
2431 Aloma#211 671-4414

FAST. AES,

Word processing/Spreadsheets
Naoonal marketing firm seeks mature student
I can do resumes, thesis papers, manuals,
to manage on-campus promotions for top
companies this school year. Flexible hours • research papers, etc ...on my IBM PS/2 & HP
Lase~et printer. Pick-up and delivery . Call
with earning potential to $2500 per semester.
Juhe 679-6692.
Must be organized, hardworking, and moneymotivated. Call Jeanine or Lisa at (800) 5922121 .
ATIENTION: EARN MONEY TYPING AT
HOME ! $32,000/yr income potential. Details.
(1) 602-838-8885 EXT. T-5780

JSUn-tillel
Get involved with Jewish StudentUn1ontHlllel.
Programs, mtgs, partJes and lots more Mtgs
every other Monday, Rm 21 4 SC. For more
info cal l Adam Smith 381 -5712.
Music Recording Society
The Music Recording Society's band "Academic Probation" is having a session Tuesday
at 6 p.m. Dues can still be paid. Song Contest
ends Feb. 28. Meeting Wed. 6 p.m. FA 115.
FSLATE
VALENTINE'S DAY BALLOON SALE
Buy your sweetheart or fnend a Valen one Day
Balloon. Balloons will be available Feb. 12,
13, and 14 in the Education building lobby.
UCF Indian Students Association
General meeong lots to discuss including upcoming picnic All are welcome. Time. 3·00
PMDate. Feb. 9, 1990. P1ace: CB11 57. Conraa: Sumesh 678-5887 or x2416.

ATIENTIONI Excellent income for home
asembly work. For information call (504) 6411700 Dept P307.

8980.

1 or 2 Bdrm Apt, walk $285. 851-7235.

*Sherwood Fores1*
3/2 and 212 available for immediate occupancy. Call OMV Properties Inc. 657-1 967.
2 bedroom / 1 bath duplex for rent in UCF are a
$475 per month 407-422-5969.
UniverSJty area brand new 1 bedroom/full
bath $325mo 657-0290 or 657·2409.
Furnished travel tralle< available lor Christian
female rent free in exchange for light housekeeping and babysittJng duoes part nme. 3658527.
Room for rent - available nowll C>Nn bathroom, washer and drye<. $230 located in
Winter Park ott of Howell Branch. 6n-6473.

ONn your own bedroom and bath in a 2bed
2bath townhouse nght on Alafaya. Fully furnished, no deposit for phone or electricity,
only $235/month. Call Tony 275-2188.

Tutor in BASIC, PASCAL, FORTRAN, ADA,
Assembler, Wordstar, DOS , UNIX, Data
bases, Comp. graphics, and more. Call 2n-

ATIENTION - GOVERNM ENT SE IZED
VEHICLES from$1 00. Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes, Chevys. Surplus Buyers Guide. 1-602838-8885 Ext A-5780.
RENAULT ALLIANC E '83; many
air, 5-speed, $800 , 678-41 99

new parts,

Fireworks Factory Restaurant
Posioons needed:
Busboy, host/hostesses, cashiers , culinary,
Excellent Pay.
Pleasure Island in Lake Buena Vista's
Disney Shopping Vi ll age 934-8989
Apply in person 2-4pm
Ski Condo Steamboat Springs, CO
Spring Break week, 2br, 2ba, sleeps 8 $12251
week 1f 8 people $155 ea. 862-7607.

87 Ford Tau rus SOk miles, 4dr. AM/FM lite<eo
tape, Dlt. cruise, asking $6700 ext. 2769 or
273-8128.
1987 Toyota X-Cab pick-up, 5 speed, AJC,
very good cond1bon $6200 obo. Ph 657·
1468
1979 VW Scirocco red on black With red mags,

5 speed, A/C, $1500 Ph 657-1468.
1986 Plymouth Horizon.
make a deal. 851-7617

BEAUTY CONSULTANT
Professional training,
commission sales, marure person.
407-834-5615 or 407- 3~611 3 .

Good cond1oon,

SBZED CARS, trucks, 4wheelers, TV's, stereos, furniture, computers by DEA, FBI, IRS,
and US Customs. Avai labe your area now.
Call 1 805-682·7555 EXT. C-1759.
(call seven days aw k)

Responsible, non-smoker wanted to share
NICE condo 20 min. from UCF. Washer,
dryer, pool, tennis, basketball, quiet neighborhood, no pets, full kitchen , HBO. daily Senbnel, and more. $215 a month + uolioes +
security. Call 657-4895 and leave a message
if no answer. We Will get back wnh you

UCF area 2bdroak ft()()(S , French doors, sky·
hghts, wood decks $495/mo . No pets. 1 yr
lease 249-186912n-66471257-3461 .

----- ----------

M toshare2bdrm 2bth- Sutton Place on Univ.
Blvd. $270 month. 678-6424.

Room, k1tpr1v,dean, furrnshed ,$150 per mo ..
+ 113 uol. call 275-7616 pm .

Can you buy Jeeps, Cars, 4x4 's seized in drug
raids for under $100 00? Call for facts today
805-644-9533 Dept. 127.

Research papers, 18,278 available! Catalog
2.00 Research, 11322 Idaho , #206XT Los
Angeles 90025. Toll free (800) 351-0222, ext.
33 Visa/Mastercard or COD

'86 Nissan Pulsar NX, Sspd, AM-FM stereo
cass , car cover nd . excel. cond. Asking
$4900 o b.o. 275-4141 .

Johnny P's Auto DetaJhng
Exterior and/or intenor detailing
Call lor rares and appointments.
Here on campus at 275-4602

SWF N/S, attractive serious-minded with an
outgoing personality, loves music and likes to
have a good time. Seeking N/S , SWM senousminded with a sense of humor for a friendship/
relationship . Please send photo.
LH0025

To place a lonely heart:
Stop by The Central Florida Fuwre Business
Office and fill out a form. Your name will be
kept co nfidenoal.
To respond to a Lonely Heart:
Place a SASE inside another envelope Wnte
rhe Lonely Hearts number on the outer envelope. seal 1t and mail it or drop it off atThe
Central Aorida Future business office Our
malling address 1s: PO Box 25000, Orlando,
Fl 32816.
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BASKETBALL
FROM PAGE 12

into foul trouble. The Lady
Knights committed 28 fouls
compared to 14 by Georgia
State.
The Lady Knights finished
a home stand with a 1-3 record
and now go on the road to face
some tough opponents .
The team travels to the
University ofMiami for a game
Saturday, then goes to Florida
International University on
Monday. The Lady Knights
continue their road trip with a
game against Georgia Southern in Statesboro, Georgia.
The team concludes its fourgame road trip against Florida
A&M Feb. 19. They return
home Feb. 22 with a game
against the University of Flor- ·
ida Lady Gators on Feb. 22 .
But with all the road a.ction
,.
ahead the Lady Knights will
have to reassess their play
before they can resume winning, their coach said.
"We're lacking consistency
right now. We don't know
whether we'll play well or not .
Michael L..ughllnlCENIBAL FLORIDA FUTURE
The two games against Georgia State is an example of Senior forward Kelly Bradley drives down the court in the Lady
Knights' game against Georgia State Monday night.
that," Knight said.

FROM PAGE 12

Our team's main goal is to
make it to the NCAA tournament," Leroux said .
The team is also preparing
for an upcoming teJevised
tournament to be held in
Orlando and hosted by UCF.
"We are definitely better
this year. We should do better
than we did last year."
"Even though last year was
an outstandingyearfor us, I've
got to believe we will do as well
or better this year," Wilson
said .
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For All Your Party Needs

SPECIAL
Balloon Bouqet
$3.95

•

Located on East Colonial
(next to Sound Advice)
•

10065UniversityBlvd.&DeanRd.
Suncrest village ShoppingCenter
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ON
QUALITY, COME IN
AND TRY FOR YOURSELF. PUCCINI'S
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Samford defense
stops . Le8ks, UCF
Bulldogs spoil night. honoring Bo Clark
·by Glenn Carrasquillo
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The UCF Running Knights
continued their woeful shooting from the field as they
dropped another game, this
time to the Samford Bulldogs,
86-60, before 367 fans in the
UCF gym Monday night.
"That was the story of the
game. They shot well from the
floor and we didn't. That's
been the story for our team all
season," UCF Assistant Coach
Bret Campbell said.
The Knights connected on
21 of 63 shots from the floor for
a 33.3 shooting percentage.
The Bulldogs~ from Birmingham, Al., looked better than
their 4-16 record, as they connected on 37 of 59 for a 62. 7
percent clip.
"Our guys did a fine job.
They shot very wen and were
able to stop Leeks inside. He's
a dangerous player and we
concentrated on playing defense against him," Samford
Coach Ed McLean said.
Leeks had an off night
against lhe 'Dogs, connecting
on four of15 shots, well below
his average.
Hew as perfect from the foul
line where he added four
points to his 12 total and six
rebounds.
"I just couldn't get anything
to go down. We definitely need
to shoot better than that,"
Leeks said.
Coach Joe Dean has pointed
out the team's shooting problem all season and it will need
improvement if the Knights
are to increase their 3-17 record.
In the game, the Knights led
once for one minute. UCF
scored the first basket of the
game coming from Leeks on an
assist from senior Bob Blackwood.
Blackwood was UCFs high
scorer with 15 points and five

rebounds. The 'Dogs took over
from that point. They went on
an 8-0 run and kept the lead for
the remainder of the first half
as they went into the break, up
38-27.
"We came off two road losses
and I think that helped our
guys keep focus in the first
half. They showed the desire to
win. Tom Donlon and Stan
Wormely came out strong and
that got our guys going,"
McLean said.
Donlon and Wormely each
chipped in eight points with
eight and three rebounds, respectively, in the first half.
They finished the game
with 17and15 points with 10
and five rebounds, respectively, as the 'Dogs placed all
five starters in double figures
in scoring.
The 'Dogs shot better in the
second half than they did in
the first twenty minutes as
they connected on 19 of28 field
. goals, shooting 67.9 percent.
They were perfect from
three-point land in the second
half as they added two threes.
The 'Dogs threatened to go up
by 30 points but managed an
86-60 final.
A special halftime presentation to UCF's all-time leading
scorer, Bo Clark, wasn't
enough to inspire UCF to record a victory.
Clark, the son of former
UCF coach Torchy Clark, is
the only player ever to have his
jersey retired at UCF. While
his father coached him from
'75-'80, Clark led the Knights
to become an NCAA Division II
power.
"It was a great honor to be
here tonight. It brought back a
lot of memories," said Clark,
who presently coaches the
Flagler College basketball
team. Clark went on to comment on his alma mater's team
and coach.
"It's not easy going from
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GSC blasts
UCF women
by 18 points

.

'
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by Glenn Carrasquillo
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

ehael Laughlln/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Ken Leeks connected on 4 of 15 shots and added 4 free throws
in the Knights' game against Samford Bulldogs Monday night.

Division II to Division I. You
can't tum it around overnight,
but I think Coach Dean is the
right man for the job at UCF.
He's respected among his
peers and has great enthusiasm and personality. I hope he
can keep his head up and continue on because I know it's
hard."
The Knights received good
news when they learned Ant;iony Haynes' finger injury
was not as serious as first
expected.
Haynes played in the game

against the 'Dogs and contributed seven points and two
rebounds.
Tom Tormohlen also returned to action against the
'Dogs earlier than scheduled
and chipped in four points and
two rebounds.
The Knights go on the road
to play Augusta College tonight, then face Akron Saturday night. The team returns
home for a game against the
Florida A&M Rattlers next
Tbunday night in the UCF
gym at 7:30 p.m.

The Lady Knights may have
made the mistake of looking
past an opponent in their loss
to the Georgia State Lady
Panthers in the UCF gymnasium Moqday night.
The Lady Knights beat
Georgia State by 20 points this
season Jan. 20 in Georgia.
But the team couldn't duplicate ·a victory this time, losing
75-58, in the first game of a
double-header with UCF's
men's team.
Lady Knights' coach Beverly Knight attributed the 18poin t loss to her team's mistaking the game for a certain
victory.
"Our team made the mistake of taking Georgia State
too lightly," Knight said.
"We lacked intensity and
didn't play nearly as well on
defense as we did the first time
we played them," she said.
The only bright spot for
UCF was Natalie Howard,
who Knight named the player
of the game for the Lady
Knights.
Howard scored 20 points
and grabbed five rebounds and
was the only Lady Knight
singled out by Knight.
"Natalie was our only effective perimeter shooter tonight.
Otherwise we missed shots we
needed to hit," Knight said.
Howard leads UCF with
15. 7 points per contest, is second in steals with 1.8 and is
second in minutes played with
28.1.
UCF was close in the end,
within 4 points, with five minutes left in the game. The Lady
Knights were forced to foul in
the closing minutes.
But the Lady Panthers
closed the door by hitting their
free throws.
The Lady Knights didn't
help themselves by getting
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see BASKETBALL page 11

Golf team goes to Gator Invitational
by Troy White
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Laurie Collins/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE'

FOREHAND SMASH
Jamie McNamee follows through on a stroke during
the team's match against Barry College.

The UCF men's golf team begins its Spring season
today at the Gator Invitational tournament held in
Gainesville, Florida.
Coming off a string of highly rated seasons, the
UCF golfteam looks to make this year another season
to remember.
After receiving a bid for the NCAA tournament
last year, men's golf coach Dale Wilson is looking to
do the same this year.
"Every team's goal is to reach the NCAAs," Wilson
said. ''We could be even stronger than we were last
year if we progress as we would like to.
"It is an important tournament because all of the
Southeastern Conference schools will be there and
you also have the schools that you must compete
against to get to the NCAAs," Wilson said.
Marcel Leroux, a member of the UCF golf team,
said,''We have a pretty good chance of winning. The
guys are playing well so I feel we will do well."
The starting players will likely be Kevin Altenhof,
Cliff Kresge, Andrew Rice, Peter Little and Jonathan
Cowgill.
Malcolm Joseph, a junior member of the team from
West Boldon, England, who would have started in the
tournament, will be unable to play due to an illness.
"It is going to hurt being without Malcolm but he's

just not going to be strong enough," Wilson said.
Two new players, Craig West and Doug Flynn,
joined the team at the beginning of this semester.
West is a freshman from Pretoria, South Africa.
"Craig will definitely be an impact player before the
semester is over," Wilson said.
Doug Flynn is a sophomore transfer student from
Florida State. "Doug is a player who has a great deal
of ability," Wilson said.
"I feel we have a very strong team because we have
everyone back from last year's team," Wilson said.
''We also gained confidence from winning the state
tournament that was held this fall."
,
''There is a comradery among this year's team that
will help us," Wilson said.
As for any goals Wilson might have for the team, he
hopes it can start strongly.
"
"If we could finish off near the top in the tournament, it would help us get the year started off and this
is what I am hoping for," he said. "Our goal is to start
off the season well and to culminate the season with ·
an NCAA playoff bid."
.
Wilson said he believes the team will be ranked in
the top 25 this season.
Leroux shared his coach's goals and has his sights
set on the end of the season. ''This year I would like
to play well in the tournaments and win one or two.
see TOURNAMENT page 11
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- musical artistry falls prey to money hungry corporations
gives us a
headache. First, it isn't even over
until January l, 1991. And second,
the past 10 years have been a colorless "greatest hits" affair with nothing original to offer. The only possibility is rap, which is, at best, a mixed blessing.
The '80s have been a bastion of no advance
technology: updates of things which have been
around a long time. Fax machines, for one, were
available in the '70s, but they didn't catch on until
recently.
Compact discs offer marginal to no improvement over conventional L.P.s at nearly twice the
price. Promises of cheaper C.D.s have proved unreliable at best.
And what other miracles did we get in 1Oyears?
The reinvented telephone~ the '60s, psychedelia.
folk music, disco, country and western, and a.
hundred other familiar, tiresome retreads.
The '80s offered nothing but the past at higher
prices. Supposed trend-setters like Madonna, Michael Jackson and George Michael strike us as the

T
•

ALKING ABOUT IBIS DECADE

-·

equivalent of Bobby Sherman, David Cassidy
and The Brady Bunch (themselves constantly on the reunion trail). When the latter
were popular. their contributions were
placed in proper perspective by truly talented
acts that appealed to a more developed taste.
The music today that has grit and ability ls
almost exclusively relegated to a constantly
shrinking independent label bias. That platform grows smaller because major labels
band together in an effort to do away with the
competition.
·
Several years ago, M1V announced it
would no longer air videos by anyone that
wasn't on a large corporate label like CBS or
Warner Brother;:;. They staive small guys by
making it impossible to do business within
the system and then they buy out their best
acts (which have been carefully helped along
and brought to public recognition without
any outside help) leaving the original producer to start over.
In 1980, there were plenty ofbrtght. intel-

. •@111 ..t4.1~111 ..1.r;1r.15.1:1t.1gr@·•
..

ligent artist on unheard oflabels. In 1989 about
90 percent of those good. small labels have died.
Compact discs (for years a closed and heavily
promoted major label commodity) is responsible
for the demise of the free market system in
music that the past 10 years has wrought.
And in the next decade you can expect more
talentless twits like Madonna passing for greatness because the artistic field of vision has
become so narrow. Twenty years from now she
will have become what Shelley Winters is today.
It's why the '60s have turned into such a
wonder for the younger generation. The old
music. showing up at inflated compact disc
prices. is like nothing you can get these days. It's
another reason you are seeing the resurgence of
pseudo-hippies wandering around.
The kids graduating from high school in the
'80s have had no origihal cultural base to call
their own.
- Richard Santoro
of the College Press Service
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'Stella' _is a gloomy letdown
Leading stars may attract you, but that's all that $hines

BF~
Touchston•

***

Rated: PG- 13
Starring: Bette
Midler. Trini
Alverado, John
Goodman
Director:John
Erm an

Flashback

*

Rated: R
Starring: Dennis
Hopper, Kiefer
Sutherland
Director: Franco
Amurri
Key: *Awful **Poor
***Fair ****Good
*****Excellent

by Cynthia Masslno

S

lELU WILL ATIRACT movie-goers with
. stars like Bette Midler and John
Goodman (Roseanne's TV
sidekick), but when the movie is
over and the lights go up, they may feel
letdown.
SteUa is based on the novel by Olive
Higgins Prouty and was made into a silent
movie in 1925.
Today's version is set in the early 1960s
in New York. The movie opens with a simple

shot of a power line. This is indicative of the
impending gloom of the ftlm .
It moves to Stella Claire (Midler) doing a
fun-loving, fully-clothed dance on the top
of the bar where she waitresses.
She catches the admiring eye of young
doctor Stephen Dallas (Stephen Collins)
who begs for a date from Stella, and gets
turned down at first. told he was just too
,,

by Richard Erle Karman

W

HAT

DO

COUGH

MEDICINE

and

Flashback have in common?

They're both hard to swallow.
F.B.I. agent John Buckner (Kiefer Sutherland) has to transport 1960s escaped
prisoner Huey Walker (Dennis Hopper)
from California to Washington. Sounds
easy. sounds promising-sounds borrowed.
Ff.ashback is a bad flashback.
The core of the plot is an unhumorous,
cheaply disguised, half-baked parody of

maybe there's somethlng special about
him.
There has to be if he's achieved such
goals at an early age.
However, we're never told. What we do
see is Buckner being lhe typically stiff government prototype- the navy blue suit,
red tie, hair slicked back and those dark
sunglasses all federal agents seem to wear.
What makes Buckner's character worse
is he's trtcked so easily and frequently.
How can a 1960s radical constantly outsmart someone of Buckner's intelligenceconsidertng the F.B.I. only lakes the cream
of the crop. After viewing this film, you'd

Buckner is an F.B.I agent- at the age of
26? Sounds questionably young, but

Week ending Feb. 9, 1990.

Top Ten Albums
l . The Sensual World
Kate Bush
2. Automatic
The Jesus and Mary
Chain
3. Boomerang
The Creatures
4. Candle/and
Ian McCulloch
5. Book of Days
Psychedelic Furs
6. strange Angels
Laurie ·Anderson
1.Hup
The Wonder stuff
8. Pure
The Primatives
9. The Mind Is A Terrible
Thing to Taste
Ministry
l 0.11
Smithereens
@1990 Billboard magazine

see STELLA page 4

'Flashback' hard to swallow

Midnight Run.

The Charts

• Her Alibi will be shown in
the student activities center
at 7 p.m. and 9
p.m. Admission is free
with a student/faculty
ID. •The Florida Symphony
Orchestra will
feature
acclaimed
pianist Yefim
Bronfman as they present at 8 p.m. in
the Bob Carr Performing Arts Centre. •
Comedians Allan Profit and Allan
Brewsky will perform at Bonkerz. Show
starts at 9:00 p.m. and tickets are $8.00
per person.

• The McGauhey Student
Voice Recital will be held at
8 p.m. in the UCF Rehearsal Hall. •The
Music Teacher, a French film with
English subtitles directed by Gerard
Corbiau, will be shown at the Fashion
Village Theater through Feb. 15. •Bad
English comes to Orlando for a special
appearance at Visage. Show starts at
10:00 p.m. Tickets are $13.00 in advance and $15.00 at the door.

Stella Claire
(Bette Midi er), a
fiercely devoted
single mother,
is determined
to give her
daughter Jenny
CTrini Alvarado)
a life of promise
and privilege
in the new
Touchstone film,
'Stella.'

Stella

Week

see FLASHBACK page 4

Simple music lets lyrics inspire
Paul Kelly finds own style in business full of rip-off artists

C

Boe DYLAN and
Morrissey (of The
Smiths fame) and
you'll end up with Paul
Kelly.
Along with four other
guys, The Messengers,
Kelly has put together their
third release So Much Water, So Close To Home. The
title of the album is taken
from the short story by
Raymond Carter of the
same name.
•So Much Water, So Close
The band, which is from
To Home
Australia, toured in 1988
Artist: Paul Kelly and the with the bohemianesque
Messengers
Smithereens.
Producer: Scott Litt and
These sincere guys are
Paul Kelly
certainly not fegurgitated
Label: A&M
rip-offs and cliches proOMBINE

duced for the sole purpose
of making money (see New
Kids on the Block).
The inspiration of the
lyrtcs is reminiscent of Led
Zeppelin although their
sound is completely different.
The music is very shnple
(some tunes are pitifully
similar to elevator music).
But again there are the good
points.
"She's a Melody (Stupid
Song)" has a nice guitar. solo
along with strong vocal harmonies.
·
The song is about a guy
who can't get a girl out of his
s~e

KELLY page 3
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Local band Alter Ego re.~.•..7_.,+.._.._._ turns to Sweeney's for a
concert at 8:00. For ticket information,
call 273-9600. •The African-American
Student Union will hold a Valentine's
Dance in the Multipurpose Room at 9
p.m.

•

1SP..-.-.._ • The Princess Bride will

be shown in the student activities center at 9 p.m. Admission is free
with a student/faculty ID. • The
Beacham Theater presents its
Second Annu31
Valentine's Day
Ball. featuring
progressive music. Admission is
$5.00 at the door
and open to
people 18 years
of age and older.
-..a.di. . ..._

w~~!!:'l~~a~

The student activities
center will feature comedian Anthony Clark at 9 p.m. Admission is free with a student/faculty ID.•
The UCF Percussion Ensemble will
perform at 12 noon in the Rehearsal
Hall.
•

~~~iaii:i·,~'·

~~~~

•
There will be a
Valentine's Day Dance in
the student activities center at 9 p.m. •
The Afrtcan-Amertcan Student Union's
Speaker of the Month. Julian Bond, will
be in the University Dining Room from 4
p.m. lo 6 p.m.

~~~~

•

• Feb. 15, The Cult with
Bonham and Dangerous
Toys will perfmm in the Orlando Arena
at 7:30 p.m. Tickets are $17.50. •Feb.
23, Rush and their opening band, Mr.
Big, will perform in the Orlando Arena,
at 7:30 p.m. Tickets are $18.50 plus
service charge. •Feb. 24, The Cover
Girls and Dino will open for New Kids
on the Block in the Orlando Arena at 8
p.m. Tickets are $19.50 plus service
charge.
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. Wegman wants to return theater to its roots
#

•

UCF theater major says acting
should be an examination of
ideas and principles
by Diana Della Costa

'W

E'VE BECOME VIDEO JUNKIES," declared Paul
Wegman.
"If something is singing at us and
showing us pictures, we're happy."
Wegman is a UCF theater major who is serious
about his craft.
He believes that theater is not like the movies or should be like that.
"I have real negative feelings ... he says, "about
American society. I think that we're lazy."
As a result Wegrnanfeels his calling in life "is not
to be a broadway star but to return theater to
exactly what it's supposed to be- an examination
of ideas and principles without all of the concern
about how much money someone is making off a
vehicle."
Acting never occurred to Wegman during his
growing up years.
"I was an extremely heavy child," he said. "I
weighed 275 lbs. and had a 42" waist."
He went on to say that he came from "a middle,
middle class family. Going to college was not part
of what my roots were. It was graduate from high
school and get a job. So I did."
Several years later Wegman joined a carnival,
left Rochester, N.Y. and settled in Florida. That

~
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was in 1970.
he got rave ones and his career
. "My introduction to theamushroomed from there .
ter," explained Wegman,
It's important to Wegman to
"comes out of nightclub work.
prepare for a role because, as
A friend of mine took me to a
he says, "a character is in the
club one night and someone on
words.
stage was doing a song from
We are what we say and I
Bye Bye Birdie, a song I knew
have to know what it is they
backwards and foiwards since
want out of life in order for me
I had collected Broadway
to give a good performance."
albums all my teenage years.
Theater-goers can catch
And I thought - oh my gosh Wegman at the UCF Black Box
how interesting. My friend
Theater Feb. 23-28 as he
who knew me said, Would you
brings to life Rabbit Brown in
like to do that?' The next thing
Sam Shephard's Angel City.
I knew I was and one thing led
Wegman feels that art has
to another.
been -subjected to too much
"Then one night the master
commercialism.
of ceremonies wasn't able to
He would like to find a way
come in and I was asked to take
to take it out but isn't sure excourte•v of Paul Wegman
actly What art is "except a
the microphone. I replied 'no,
burning desire to express
no, no. - I don't think I had Actor Paul Wegman wants to put
one's self without a dollar sign
better do that.' Well I was en- the 'heart' back in the arts.
on it."
couraged to go on and just inHe insists "we need to stop thinking houses
troduce the people and get it over with. When I
started talking the audience started laughing. have to attract 10 million people to see a show, run
Now I've always loved to hear people laugh, and if it for five, eight or 10 years and make millions off
they do, I'll do whatever I can to make them laugh of it."
more. They did, and they did and the next thing I
"Today all the big successes are spectacles,"
knew I had to emcee every show."
continued Wegman.
"They just say sit there, and you ooh and aah
In 1975, a friend of Wegman's wanted him for a
and wonder how they do that. There's nothing - no
role in a play he was producing.
His reply was ..Are you serious?"
mental stimulation and we don't seem to want any
He later claims the show got good reviews and either. I hope to change all of that."

EXERCISE YOUR FREEDOM OF SPEECH.

Looking for the
Main Event

KELLY
FROMPAGE2

head. much like you can't get
the catchy melody out ofyour
mind.
This particular song
sounded very similar to The
Smiths.
Send your letters to: Thz Future Opinion, P.O. Box 25000, Orlando, FL 32816
"Sweet Guy" is a tune
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ about a girl who wonders
r
why her "sweet guy" has
Grand Opening Master Hee II Cho
come to be so mean.
Another song that takes
Special For UCF Is Tae Kwon Do's
the
view of the woman is
Most Recognized
Students
"South
of Germany," which
Master:
KARATE
begins with a solo vocal mel• 40 Years
ody similar to Kenny Rogers'
CHO'S TAE KWON DO
Experience
"Coward of the County."
(407) 339-0404
·9th Degree
It is sung from the percepBlackbelt
Fully equipped beautiful
tion of an old, dying woman
·Renowned
Martial Art Center
looking back on her life. She
Author of 11
raised seven children and
905 E. SR 434 Longwood
luckily met the one man who
Books
(west of Hwy 1792)

We want your opinion.
The Future's opinion section is a forwn to
voice your concerns and gripes.
Write a letter or commentary.
Get involved.

Come to Bakerstreet's
MVP Sports Grill!
Get in on the action at Bakerstreet's MVP Sports Grill on East
Colonial Drive! Enjoy great food, our big- creen TV , your favorite games and sports, and fun-filled happening every
night of the week!
The MVP Sports Grill ... for Orlando's Most Valuabl P(>opl !

Open 7 Days A Week 'Til 2AM!

l~===~============~===~~~~~h~l~.

Dlsc·over .Your

SPORTS GRILL

4120 East Colonial Drive• Orlando, FL• 894-8811

· FUIUr8 IR

-

Take $1.00 oH any purcha..-;e al the MVP Sport Cnll with this coupon
Offer good at the MVP Sport.• Crill only, ltm1t one pcr person pt'r vi!IH.
F.xplr<"' Fl'h. 2, l'l'lll

"Everything's Turning
White" is one of the "elevator
tunes" but it's interesting
·PRIVATE
nonetheless.
The song is a woman's recINVESTIGATIONS
ollection of a fishing trip she
!!!! Institute of Specialized
took with with a boyfriend.
Training And Management
During the excursion, they
discover a dead girl floating
:JM:FIO-:~!ijftr
in the water.
853 E ••·SEl10RAR BLVD., C/..SSl:t.8£RRY, Fl.. SUITE DJ
The couple leisurelyfishes
ACT NOW_! CLASS Sl.ZE LIMITED!
for two more days and then
~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~~~~~~~~~~~====i--l they report the death.
Now that is dark.
The song that best typifies
the album is "Careerless"
(something I think we can all
can relate to).
It has a medium dance
Featuring 96% fat free ice
beat with an abundance of
cream and over 20 flavors of
harmonica and Latin percusno fat yogurt.
sion. The tune speaks of a
person·s loss of innocence,
hence
the person becomes
Open until 12:00 Midnight
~· •
hard
and
cold to the world.
Fridays and Saturdays, 11 :OOpm
·~.~!
This kind of song writing is
Sunday through Thursday.
~~)
not always commercially
~'
pleasing, but it does have its
Be sure to register for 2 free movie passes Jd 2 free
rewards.
Well, I wouldn't recomsundaes to be given away every Monday.
mend rushing out to the
nearest record store to buy
275-8882
this
one.
Located Next to UC6 in the University Shoppes
It is definitely not for everyone but keep it in mind if
you want something different.
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NEW from Hewlett-Packard

I

Larry's Olde Fashion
Ice Cream and Yogurt ,

11le HP·14B Business Calculator

\

, Students:
Make the most of your
study time with th.is
easy-to-use calculator.

The I IP-425 Rl'N Scientific Calculator

Power to handle your
tough problems. And
it's the best one
available for matrix
and vector math!

Come in and try one today.
F,fi9

HEWLETT

&:~PACKARD

~

~

INTERNATIONAL
~ Calculator & Computer
2916 Corrine Drive, Orlando • 898-0081
C.11 before noon for oc><I d.ay&1, ~ IO your' door via Ul'S . U11e aedit card orC.0.0.

..
-~

~a:~
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-Ken Gioeli
l ,

'
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FLASHBACK
FROM PAGE 2

tliink anyone who could do
20 push-ups could join.
The major reason why
Flashback doesn't work is
n othing was set up in advance. Maybe if we'd know
Buckner was an incompetent who obtained his federal
status because of his father's
influence with the bur eau , or
maybe if he was a t op agent
that started to go downhill.
Either one could have possibly worked.
But, no, we're expected to
understand and care for a
character who has n o history
explaining the things that
happen to him.
And when we do find out
about Buckner's past. it
slows the movie down to an
abrupt halt. A good 15 minutes of screentime was
wasted for this and the outcome is something that
should be flushed into the
sewer system.
And if we're dealing with
the 1960s. must they include
Steppenwolfs, "Born to be
Wild .. ? Isn't there another
song, perhaps a multitude.
that conveys the thoughts
and attitudes of that era. The

song has been
overused in
movies- to the
point where I'd
rather regurgitate than have
t o be painfully
exposed to t his
kind of cinematic molest ation.
Flashback is
sprinkled with
· a few timely
j okes in th e
beginning and
does have one
terribly funny
scene whic h
catches you oIT
g u ard.
ambushes you .
but it's hilarity
is never recaptured.
Dennis Hopper saves face
Paramount
by
tur·ning
Dennis
Hopper
(right)
is
a
notorious
pranknothing into alster
and
Kiefer
Sutherland
is
an
FBI
rookie,
most something.
He 's in the action-comedy film, ·Flashback.'
never given any
smart dialogue that lasts border into stupidville, sets
more than 10 seconds- unW down it's roots and raises a
the ending and by this time family.
it's too litUe. too late.
If this film has any oITFlashback's finale is so s pring, it should consider
far-fetched, it crosses the eating them.

*.f11tll .\l•l!f1/mrd .l/1.•." '" -'
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J3~~~~~TYCENTER

•

12050 E. Colonial Drive (Just East of Alafaya Tr.)
Monday/Wednesday 5:45pm (Aerobic)
~
Saturday 8:30am (Stretch & Tone)

!\§'.'~

380-6224 or 290-0008
\ 50% OFF first month wtth this coupon.
Nol good w ith any other offer. New students only. Expires 2/15/90.

STELLA

CZ, \ot \

FROMPAGE2
"fancy" for her.
They end up dating and
the typical lover's movie
montage takes place: foot age
of walks. dinner and smiling
without taking a breath.
WALT DISNEY WO RLD Resort L"I c;;1..c:ti ng full- :i nd pa n-time poc:i tion~ fo r new
Even more typical is the relas how s at th e Disney-MGM Stud ios The me Park a nd current show. at the M2gic
tionship itself: hes an upperKingdo m Pa rk and EPCOT Cente r. Positi o ns fo r height ra nges 3' t o• ro 6 4" are
crust, white-breader while I available.
Tit 1t
Orlando
she is from the blue-collar 1
Sun., Feb. 18
Sal, Feb. 17
world.
Holiday Inn, Ashley Plaza
Univ. of Central Florida
Educ. Bldg., Multl-Purp. Room
111 W. Fortune St.
Stella announces her
Jack o
e
pregnancy and Da11as squirSun., Mar. 25
mingly asks her to get marCivic Auditorium, little Theatre
ried. Stella refuses because
300 W. Water Street
she knows they are too differRegistration at 9 AM A 2 PM - Attend either s,,ton
ent. Dallas really doesn't
Requirements: Applicants mu.c:t b e t lea a e 16. be pre pared to panici pate
want it either. He leaves and
in a s hon movement exerase, we:ir comfo na blc attire and .s hoes th at allow
Stella is left to fend for herfree movement. Bring proof of age ac: well a.s social !'ICCUnt}' verfic:at ion to
self. but not without the help
the audition.
of Ed
Munn
(John
Employment begins April, 1990 Rel ocatio n a~ !stance, nexible iMurance
package, sick days, merchandi.c;e di5eount.c:. park admJ s1on and paid
Goodman). a long time
vacation are benefits for full-time employee!'\
friend.
If you have questions call Wah Disney World Auditions at 40 / 345-5701,
The baby is born, a touchM
F. 10 AM 4PM
0 1990 Th W I o ·
C
ing scene, especially since
she was considering abortion. Stella's undying love for
World Co.
her new daughter, Jenny
An £.q~I Opportunil} Employrr
'
(Trini Alvarado), starts here
and is strong throughout.
1--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~---1
When Jenny is three years
old, Dallas finally visits her.
Thrilled and softened, he
loves the little girl and takes
Jenny to his home for a visit.
She enjoys these visit s,
but who wouldn't with ice
cream in sterling silver and
unlimited toppings on the
table?
10376 E. Colonial Drive
No matter what her father
Tower Place Shopping Center
can give her though, Jenny is
faithful to her mother.
Free Delivery
Stella is tacky and rough,
Employment Opportunities Available
but a good person. Midler
plays the role to a tee.
The acting is top notch and
the laughs are plenty , but
that is not what's lacking.
The movie is unrealistic.
The contradictory relationship between Jenny and
Stella is unbelievable.
This wonderful, caring
mother turns into a confused
wanderer to "benefit" her
daughter.
The audience will, most
likely, feel cheated because
of these story line weaknesses.

Boston
9 :00 and 10:00 P.M.
I .\d1111.

11111

,11 lhl' !I l~ Jo I~. I. ."hnw-. I inly.
Bnng Thi :\d .

Pink Floyd The Wall

1

11:00 P.M.
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Dino's
Pizza
Parlor

282•3466

•

•
•
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.cas

\

There's no need
to
pay
a fortune for a
\ • S'19rt_'~ CIJ\
c~~ • \
great
haircut,
perm,
• \lteG'' \)efl"
"""
ic~· \
\ • 0~1\'i \6 S\'i\e
.'!¢-- _.l
or
color.
At
Fantastic
\ .eon'Vo6 )p.t.~R~ _.-. - - \ \.o~G ~ - I LUM1N1z,c- - - _
Sam's you '11 get
\..-I 'G
c
$17.- 9Sf everything you
• a1:::.Hair.Lighferier
IL· Rich ~t1fJhtirlh1s
r~eg.21.• I expect·from an
1
/..:.ONG H.
/0ner
c.'~" ~ /
- ~IR ExrRA
~~.,....,
expensive s al on,
~s\·-·~;; I except the price.
\p.QULI sn'L£C\JT $6. \
~ You don't need an
.snampco
.
E~~
\
appointment, we're
\
~·~did
, · inll R111se
·eond.''~on
.,...ot111ol•• .
waiting for you now.
\ • PrQC\&1011 Cul
E'X.iRA .~~
~
• C'
•
~E~~~1.:---=-- L>..-rar1Jast1c 0
~
Offer good at NEW HWY 50 Location: ~ tre Original Far.illy Haircutters '!'
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WAL-MART CENTER
EXPERIENCED STYLISfS
(Six doors down from Wal-Mart)
Monday-Thursday 9 am-8 pm
10691 E. COLONIAL
Friday-Saturday 9 am-6 pm
UNION PARK
380-5626
Each salon 1ndcpcndcntly owned and operated
NO APPOINT~NT NECESSARY ©Fantastic Sam's Intemattonal. tnc. 1989
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